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1. What sort of facial features does your character have? (face shape, 
eyes, nose, lips, jaw, chin, brows, ears, cheekbones, facial hair) 

2. What color is you character's hair? Is it their natural color or dyed? 
How do they style their hair? What texture does their hair have? 

3. What is your character's skin tone? Does he/she have any noticeable 
skin texture or afflictions? What about distinguishing features like scars, 
freckles, birthmarks, tattoos, and piercings?
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4. What is your character's build/body type and height? 

5. What style of clothes does your character wear? What about 
accessories like jewelry, hats, scarves, bags, etc.? 

6. Does your character carry around any specific/significant personal 
items? (ex. a camera, book, compass, flask, good luck charm, etc.) 

7. Does your character wear makeup? If so, how do they wear it? (natural, 
bright lipstick, winged eyeliner, smokey eyes, etc.) 
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8. What does your character's voice sound like? Does he/she have an 
accent? 

9. How does your character carry him/herself? What is his/her posture 
and body language usually like? (ex. confident, wary, timid, shy, etc.) 

10. Does your character have a specific scent? (ex. from their shampoo, 
perfume, always baking or cooking, etc.) This could also be a negative 
smell (alcohol, drugs, body odor, etc.) 

11. Are there any gestures or mannerisms your character has a habit of 
making frequently? 
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12. What is your character's personality like? Which details will best 
express this visually?

13. What are the most interesting details about your character? 
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Choose 2-3 of the most interesting details about your character 
that expresses who he/she is visually. 

Choose one more detail to describe using a simile or metaphor. 

Put the character into motion by describing gestures, body 
language, mannerisms, actions, etc. 
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Combine the details from steps 1-3 into a rough description.
Aim to give a vivid impression of the character and reveal 
his/her personality rather than listing details. 

Refine your description. Can you get any more specific to reveal 
more about the character? 


